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Hazardsand Institutional 
u 


Deficit ofTrust 

Todd R. La Porte, University of California, Berkeley 
Daniel S. Metlay, U.S. Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board 

Staff 

How shouldpublic organizations respond to the current "crisis of 

trust?" Outlining a conception of institutional trustworthiness, 

this article explores the conditions that increase the dzficulty of 

achieving it, suggests a basis for designing organizational relation- 

ships that recover it, and broaches the problem of assuring institu- 

tional constancy as a critical requirement. Institutional constancy 

will be considered in greater depth in aforthcoming issue. 

We live in a time when institutions of all kinds are 
instruments of great power and are often the objects 
of deep suspicion. Not surprisingly, scholars and 
political commentators have noted that the public 
increasingly distrusts many of those organizations. 
Indeed, for some of them, the crisis of trust is espe- 
cially acute, coloring and constraining virtually all 
their actions and choices. How might they respond 
not only to maintain but also to enhance the level of 
trust they are accorded? 

The Problem Trust 
In proposing answers to that question, we draw 

heavily from a study commissioned by former Secre- 
tary of Energy James D.  Watkins (SEAB, 1993). 
Recognizing that the Department of Energy (DOE) 
was one of the institutions facing a serious deficit of 
trust, Watkins established a task force to explore how 
the DOE might take steps to increase public trust 
and confidence in the agency's programs for manag- 
ing commercially generated radioactive waste as well 
as the huge volume of radioactive and toxic wastes 
associated with the manufacture of nuclear weapons. 
(See gray box on page 343 for a description of those 
programs.) Watkins' successor, Hazel R. O'Leary, 
has continued to place building trust among her 
highest priorities (DOE, 1994). 
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In many respects, Watkins and O'Leary had to address issues 
common to most organizations. For example, how can trust be 
sustained when strong ideological and policy differences about the 
organization's central direction, mission, and goals divide key 
stakeholder groups from each other as well as from the agency 
itself? In other respects, however, maintaining (and recovering) 
trust in its radioactive waste management activities presents special 
and unavoidable challenges for the DOE.' 
1. There is increasing hostility to current or future operations 

based on learning about past agency practices.2 
2. Operations are beneficial but hazardous in their design, that is, 

the work is intrinsically dangerous. 
3. Hazards are likely to extend well after benefits have been gained. 
4. Overall success or failure of the operations may not be well 

understood for perhaps three or four work generations. 
5 .  There is reasonably rapid change in the technical aspects of the 

work, either in the core technologies or in information about-
the environment where they are deployed. 

O f  course, organizations other than the D O E  confront many, if 
not all, of these same challenges. This article should, therefore, be 
of particular interest to those who manage or must deal with such 
agencies or firms. 

Much of the work on trust carried out so far focuses on the 
relations between individuals in general social settings, between 
employees and managers in corporate life, between parties in eco-
nomic exchanges, or between citizens and broad institutions of 
governance.3 Surprisingly little attention has been paid to the rela-
tionship of trust between citizens and stakeholders, on the one 
hand, and administrative agencies or firms, on the other. A serious 
analytical shortfall exists in our understanding of the bases for 
institutional trustworthiness and about the conditions that would 
reduce serious deficits in public trust and confidence-a situation 
akin to betrayal in individual relations. 

Because of this analytic shortfall, terms such as trust and confi-
dence, which are understood intuitively, elude crisp and precise 
definition. Thus they can be used with wonderful rhetorical ambi-
guity.4 The following notions provide the initial conceptual touch-
stone for our discussion here (SEAB, 1993; see also La Porte, 
1994, Keller and La Porte, 1994): 

Trust is the belief that those with whom you interact will take 
your interests into account, even in situations where you are 
not in a position to recognize, evaluate, andlor thwart a poten-
tially negative course of action by "those trusted." 
Confidence exists when the party trusted is able to empathize 
with (know of)  your interests, is competent to act on that 
knowledge, and will go to considerable lengths to keep its 
word. 

* Trwtworthinessis a combination of trust and confidence. 
So when we say that an organization has lost public trust and con-
fidence, we mean that many members of the public and stakehold-
er groups believe that the organization (and its contractors) neither 
intends to take their interests into account nor would it have the 
competence/capability to act effectivelyeven if it tried to do so. 

The Roots of Distrust 
There are undoubtedly many factors that lead citizens to with-

i fan ageny$rrn cannot consistentlyperform in a 

manner that does counter theseperceptions and beliej, deep 

distrust will likely develop andpersist. 
draw their trust in an organization. But we believe that once the 
following perceptions and beliefs take hold and  become 
widespread, an erosion of the public's trust in administrative agen-
cies and firms almost inevitably will follow (La Porte, 1994). 

Benefits and cost. 

There is a mismatch in the distribution of benefits and the costs 
(in financial and social terms to self andlor future generations) 
associated with realizing the agency'slfirrn's mission. 
The risks or hazards associated with significant program failure 
appear very high and very long lasting. 

Accuracy and speed of feedback 

A relatively high level of technical, esoteric knowledge is 
required to operate the production system andlor evaluate its 
success, risk, and hazards. 
There is a long time lag between taking an action and discover-
ing its success or failure. This is especially a cause for concern 
when the evidence of failure is likely to be ambiguous and 
equivocal. 
The agencylfirm withholds complete information about difi-
culties and failures. 

Capabilityof others to meet expectations 

There is a decline in the competence of agencylfirm members 
relative to the demands of the problemslprocesses central to 
effective operations. 
There is a decline in an agency'slfirm's operating reliability. 

Motivation of others to understand and keep bargains 

Agencylfirm managers or regulators are unable or unwilling to 
respect the views of vulnerable parties. 
Agency/firm leaders are unable or unwilling to fulfill promises 
(contacts, agreements), to  maintain consistent levels of 
promised operational performance or promised political sup-
port for high quality operations. 
We recognize that it is very demanding and often quite costly 

to counter these perceptions. Some may even be impossible to 
overcome given the nature of the technical processes central to an 
agency'slfirm's mission and function. Others are conditioned 
largely by the social or political history of the particular policy or 
industrial domain. Yet, if an agencylfirm cannot consistently per-
form in a manner that does counter these perceptions and beliefs, 
deep distrust will likely develop and persist. In such a case, the 
political legitimacy of the organization may be threatened. Under 
those circumstances, in advanced industrial democracies at least, it 
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may be difficult for such institutions to survive. (See SEAB, 1993 that, if well implemented, are likely to produce those general con- 
for an extended discussion.) ditions. In complex institutional settings, that task will 

be difficult to accomplish. There may b;:competing organization- 

Being Worthy of Trust al demands, resources may be limited, and internal opposition to 
change may have to be overcome. 

General Conditions Matters are hrther complicated by what has long been recog- 
nized as a fundamental quality of the psychology of trust. Paul 

What conditions prompt institutional trusnvorthiness?5 We Slovic ( I  993) described it in these terms: 

suggest that to the extent the following general conditions obtain Trust is fragile. It is typically created rather slowly, but 
between parties, it will be possible to minimize the grounds for it can be destroyed in an instant-by a single mishap or 
suspicion, to reduce the fear of injury, and to establish a basis for mistake. Thus, once trust is lost, it may take a long time 
believing that another personlparty is worthy of trust and confi- to rebuild it to its former state. In some instances, lost 
dence (SEAB, 1993; 22).6 trust may never be regained ....The fact that trust is easi- 
1. Parties have a reasonably high respectlregardfor each other based er to destroy than to create reflects certain fundamental 

on general familiarity and perceived high degree ,of mutual mechanisms of human psychology that I shall call the 
understanding and integrity.' "asymmetry principle." When it comes to winning m t ,  

2. Parties possess the competence to understand the problems others the playing field is not level. It is tilted toward distrust 
face and the solutions advanced to address them.8 (emphasis added) (p. 677). 

3. Parties have a reasonably equalpart in defining the terms of their The implications of this "asymmetry principle" are profound. 
relationship.9 For organizations facing a serious deficit of trust, adding even gen- 

4. Parties maintain a positive history of relationships during which uine and sincere trust-evoking actions to the standard repertoire of 
agreements have been kept, even in the face of apparently very behaviors is not likely to be very effective. Put differently, sustain- 
demanding challenges, and they take seriously the implications of ing and recovering trust and confidence demands more than 
their actions for sustaining the relationship. choosing actions from a menu-something from column A to go 

5. Parties are able to determine unambiguously the effects of their along with something from column B. Rather, to promote public 
relationship on each other in a full and timely fashion. trust and confidence, organizations need to develop entirely new 

behavioral recipes in which all choices hang together and reinforce 

Specific Actions each other like threads in a fabric.10 Indeed, pursuit of a menu of 
separate actions versus creation of a recipe for integrated basic 

The task for leaders of agencieslfirms is to identify measures change is probably a proper standard for evaluating how commit- 

'fhc I>cpxrrnicnt of Energy's (DOE) rddioac- ing, storing, and dispoting of many diffferenr elements of repository development-site charac-
rive waste responsibilities arc broad and multi- waste streams. These include urmium mill tail- terization, design, and performance assessment- 
faceted. '1-he agencv is chargcd with cleatling up ines, transuranic waste. niixed ~ox ic  and radioac- have provcn Inore dellidnding thdl~ originally 
facilities and sires where nuclear weapon, mareri- rive waste, variouc nrnc$of soenr nuclear fuel. anticinared. Considerable nolirical conrroversv ,. 
als were produced starring in 1945. It is also and both liigh- and low-level raciioacrive waste. was sparked by Congress' decision to focus on  
ohl ig~tedro treat, trorc. and dispose of 3 vdricty 'I'lie orpnizarion will have to concenrrate these Yucca Mountain. Matters arc fitrd~er complicat- 
of waste 5trc'Ims. wastes at relatively few locations, stabilize the ed because there are n o  established standards gov- 

'ftie DOE'S restoration efforts are carried out streams, construct and operarc new facilities t o  erning how well and how long waste must be iso-
by the Office of Environmental M3nagemenr store rile niaterial temporarily, and provide for its lated from the accessible environment. A recent 
(EM) and are largely concenrrared at 16 locat~ons permanent disposal. These waste management study by the National Academy of Sciences rec- 
across the country. EM has entered into legally efforts carry price tags that are just as uncerrain ommended rhat the repository system perform 
enforceable agreements with state and federal reg- and involve time horizons that are just as long as adequately for as much as one million years. 
ularclrs to remove radioactive and tosic polluranrs EM'S restoration activities. Given thC potential risks involved in manag- 
f ron~  huge voluniei of ldnd and groundwater. It Some n~aterial that EM manages, along with ing radioactive waste and the numerous chal- 
har :rIio acccpted \trier sc1:edulcs for decontami- spent fuel from commercial nuclear power planrs, lenges presented to the DOE in doing so, it is 
nating , ~ n d  deconiniir<ioniiig prod~~ct ion p l~nr s  ~jilleventually be dispo.;cd of in a deep under- not surprising tlidt rc>carchcrs (ier nore 1) have 
.inti crluipmcnr. ground repository. The search for a sire for such found rhat the agency enjoys little trusr and con- 

I'lie c l c . .~n~~p  .I faciliry b e g n  30 years go. After several unsuc- morei,lccs a 1111mhcr ol'serious cllal- fidence among tlie general public. I'erhaps 

l e n g c ~\!c.~.)i prc l i~n ina r~  cc\\f~rl cfl;)~ ts, (:ol~grcss p e r n ~ i ~ ~ c d  bignificant is rile finding that the D O E  also 
citirn.ltc< suggc<r t l l a  rlic D O E  ro 
rcnicd~'~tio~icould cost scvcral hundred hillion investigate only one location. Yucw Mountain in enjoys little trust and confidence among those 
dol!.irs. 7.11~ exact pricc rag Ivil! depend on three Nevada. Within tlie DOE,  the Office of Civilian who deal with it on a regular basis ( S U B .  1993). 
~rnscitlcd I,~c.tors: t low "di~ty"  the p~oduction lladioactivr Waste Management (OCRWM) is Furrhcrmore, two years after Secretary O'Lcary 
rirc:. .~ctua!ly re? Wliar cleanup teclinologics responsi1)le for determining whether that site is cmbarked on a massivc and personal campaign to 
mighr be dcvelopcd in the fururc! How "clcan" suitable and, if it is, for constructing and operat- increase rrusnvorthiness, only marginal improve- 
is clcan enough? Iicstoration will ,ilia take a long ing a repositor).. ments were obtained (personal ummunication 
ttnw. At solrlc loc.lt~ons, the h.iselriie program Over the last 15 years, the cost of accepting, from SEXB). And those improvenicnts were lim- 
plan envisions acrivit~es that will not be compler- storing, transporting, and disposing waste under- ired ro EM. OCRWM's stakeholders remained 
cd for riiorc rhan one hundrcd yedrs. gror~nd has escalated and is now estimated to be just as ruspicious as they had been in thc past. 

I.:M alw 113, primary rerponsib~lity for [rear- approximately $33billion. Furtl~ermcirc, the key 
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ted an agency/firm is to securing, maintaining, and recovering the 
trust and confidence of its public. 

Given the difficulty of identifying appropriate measures and fit- 
ting them together coherently, what practical guidance can we 
offer? Because conflict with citizens, intervenor groups, and some- 
times the media are often clear signs of public mistrust, we begin 
with a discussion of external relationships and then turn to the 
matter of internal operations." 

External Relationships 

The  central premise informing the design of measures to 
increase public trust and confidence by restructuring how the orga- 
nization interacts with outsiders is (SEAB, 1993; 50): 

When agencieslfirms manage programs that could be 
seen as levying more potential harm than benefits upon 
citizens and communities, organizational leaders must 
give all groups of citizens and their representatives 
opportunities for involvement and must demonstrate 
fairness in negotiating the terms of their immediate rela- 
tionship. 

In so far as this is not or cannot be accomplished, the grounds for 
distrust remain. 

More specifically, agencieslfirms should make commitments to 
(SEAB, 1993; 50):'2 
1. Involve stakeholder groups before key decisions are made 

through frequent contact, characterized by complete candor 
and by rapid and full response to questions. 

2. 	Carry out agreements in a timely manner unless modified 
through an open process established in advance. 

3. Reach out consistently and respectfully to state and community 
leaders and to the general public to inform, consult, and collab- 
orate with them about the technical and operational aspects of 
agencylfirm activities. 

4. Maintain a presence of very high agencylfirm leaders, who make 
themselves visible and accessible to citizens at important field 
sites. 

5. Integrate agencylfirm personnel into the life of affected localities 
in a way that makes an unmistakable contribution to commu- 
nity affairs. 

6. Secure benefits for affected communities along with the 
resources that might be needed to detect and respond to unex- 
pected costs arising from actions taken by the agencylfirm. 

Internal Operations 

One might ask at the start, Why should any attention at all be 
paid to an agency'slfirm's internal operations? Are not those opera- 
tions only important for matters such as organizational efficiency? 
Would not a thorough reform of the way an organization goes 
about dealing with affected communities and other stakeholders be 
enough to recover public trust and confidence and allow good 
trustworthy administrative and technical work to go forward? 
Although a restructuring of external interactions is certainly neces- 
sary, it is not sufficient when several confounding conditions 
obtain. These are related, in part, to the nature of the technical 
work that is increasingly being undertaken and, in part, to a char- 
acteristic of our legal system. 

There are a number of areas-radioactive waste disposal is only 
the most dramatic-where success or failure cannot be unequivo- 
cally determined for many years, far longer than the lifetimes of 
programs' managerial and technical leadership. This means that 
the quality of the decisions taken now or operations carried out in 
the near future cannot be fully judged on the basis of near-term 
feedback. 

When this situation occurs, citizens who believe that they (or 
their children) could be at risk often come to a stark realization: In 
our legal system, there are few ways of holding decision makers 
accountable for actions, taken in the present, that cannot be dis- 
covered to be mistaken until well into the future. This circum- 
stance often redirects the public's attention inward, to the quality 
of organizational knowledge, operations, and management, when 
an activity has a very long time horizon. And with that attention 
is likely to come heightened expectations for performance.13 

We are thus led to the underlying premise for the design of 
internal operations (SEAB, 1993; 55): 

Tasks should be carried out in ways that, when the pub- 
lic gains access to programs via improvements in exter- 
nal relations, they discover activities within the organiza- 
tion that increase institutional trustworthiness rather 
than decrease it. 

Put another way, maintenance and recovery of trust and confi- 
dence will only result if the more one understands about the agen- 
cylfirm, the more reassured one becomes. This reverses the too- 
often repeated observation, "The more you know, the worse it 
seems." 

To make their internal operations a source of reassurance, orga- 
nizations should make commitments to (SEAB, 1993; 56): 
1. Maintain high professional and managerial competence and dis- 

cipline that is continuously honed by rigorous training. 
2. Establish and meet reasonable performance measures and sched- 

ule milestones that are politically and technically realistic. 
3. Pursue options whose consequences can be most clearly demon- 

strated to broad segments of the public. 
4. Reward honest self-assessment that encourages the agencylfirm 

to identify, air, and resolve problems before they are discovered 
by outsiders. 

5. Develop tough internal processes that include stakeholders for 
reviewing and discovering potential and actual errors. 

6. Institutionalize responsibility for protecting efforts to sustain 
public trust and confidence throughout the organization. 

The Transaction Costs of Recovering Trust 

To organizational leaders and managers also falls the job of 
translating the measures listed above into concrete initiatives that 
are relevant to their agencieslfirms. As an indication of what 
might be involved, consider the case of the DOE'S radioactive 
waste management programs. The task force appointed by Secre- 
tary Watkins advanced over 30 recommendations dealing with 
external relations and 40 others dealing with internal operations. 
The range and magnitude of those recommendations suggest that 
very high transaction costs may have to be borne to reduce public 
suspicion.l* 

The task force, for example, urged the DOE to adopt a variety 
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IEvery organi2ntiowi artion must be understood as 

I having a potential impact on an agencyilfrrmi 

trustworthiness, 

of measures to expand external peer reviews of the technical design 
process, the conduct of experimental work, and the auditing of 
quality assurance programs. There were also suggestions on how 
to address in a credible manner plausible scientific arguments chal- 
lenging the programs' technical plans. To signal the importance of 
public trust and confidence enhancing efforts, senior program offi- 
cers were advised to conduct explicit assessments of the impact on 
trustworthiness of key policy options and major technical design 
changes. When options were chosen that might weaken trust for -
particular segments of the public, agency leaders were urged to 
publish explanations and plans for mitigating these effects. Finally, 
and perhaps most important, "to ensure that organizational dys- 
functions are not responsible for operational problems that could 
lead to decreased institutional trustworthiness" (SEAB, 1993; 58), 
the agency was counselled about ways to improve processes of self- 
regulation and error discovery and correction. -

It appears that, for organizations facing a serious deficit of trust 
and confidence, nothing less than a new culture of awareness is 
called for. Every organizational action must be understood as hav- 
ing a potential impact on an agency'slfirm's trustworthiness. If this 
conclusion holds, then the familiar skills of program development, 
coordination, and execution that have traditionally been applied 
far from public view may be sorely tested and may not pass muster. 
Organizations may be forced to make new and heavy investments 
in time and other resources when actions have to be transparent. 
Because of the pragmatic implications of our arguments, the guid- 
ance we offer is very likely to be seen by current management 
teams as highly impractical and as being difficult, if not impossi- 
ble, to institute. We sympathize with that reaction. But, in 
response, we note that some organizations have progressed well 
down the evolutionary path we trace. These included sections of 
the U.S. air traffic control system and the operational units of sev- 
eral nuclear power utilities (La Porte and Thomas, 1995). 

The Question of Institutional Constancy 

As if the arguments we have presented so far do not challenge 
organizational leaders enough, we need to address one other aspect 
of the quest for public trust and confidence that is particularly 
demanding and that may, in fact, often be beyond the capacity of 
agencies and firms to effect alone. We conclude this article with a 
brief comment on the growing and troubling question of assuring 
institutional constancy, the willingness of future decision makers to 
hold to the resolve-or perhaps the commitments-of present 
leaders and operating managers.15 

An institution exhibits constancy when, year after year, it 
achieves outcomes it agreed in the past to pursue. For example, 
the Federal Aviation Administration's air traffic control operations, 
together with air carriers, have consistently achieved a high level of 
flight safety and traffic coordination in commercial aviation; the 

nuclear navy has consistently achieved high levels of safety aboard 
nuclear submarines; and electrical utilities have achieved remark- 
ably high levels of availability of electrical power. Great universi- 
ties exhibit constancy in commitments to intellectual excellence 
generation after generation through producing very skilled under- 
graduates and professionals as well as through fostering path-break- 
ing research. 

At the heart of the question of institutional constancy is the 
age-old debate of how and when organizations should change their 
collective minds. We react quite differently to the phrase "uncom- 
promising organizational dedication" than to the phrase "bureau- 
cratic inertia." As a society, we demand consistent adherence to 
our wishes even as we rail against the stubborn refusal of organiza- 
tions to alter their commitments to the wishes of others. 

Overall, there is probably a bias towards change in this country 
and, perhaps, in other advanced industrial nations as well. Atten- 
tion may be focused initially on locking an agency/firm into its 
commitments by employing political agreements, legislation, exec- 
utive orders, and contracts. These devices also have elements that 
permit change, allow for cancellation, and give wiggle room for 
delay and avoidance of commitments. How can one rationally 
object to this? There is much to warrant rules that do not unduly 
constrain the future. Who knows what strange contingencies will 
arise? Thus, seeking to assure constancy of institutional behavior 
beyond the next several legislative terms or quarters in the "return 
to investment" cycle is quite rare. 

Yet without some significant degree of institutional constancy, 
there is no reason to expect much improvement either in the skep- 
ticism of the public about the management of programs that could 
impose significant social costs or less public resistance to the 
deployment of new programs. So, to gain the requisite trust and 
confidence that relaxes constraints on organizational action, insti- 
tutional leaders must assure the citizens and stakeholders that their 
successors will continue to be faithful to commitments and consis- 
tent in performance. And the organization itself must exhibit 
characteristics and qualities that demonstrate willingness and capa- 
bility to do so into the indefinite future. 

If an organization has had a long history of demonstrated com- 
mitment and capacity for repeatedly high performance even in the 
face of strong contrary pressures, its chances of winning or sustain- 
ing public confidence is enhanced. If, however, a new program has 
to be carried out by a newly established institution, such as the 
Tennessee Valley Authority in its early days, constancy may be hard 
to prove and thus the needed trust and confidence may be hard to 
secure. The extreme case is the institution whose history has 
earned it a reputation for inconstancy, expedient compromise, and 
weakened capacity (and sometimes arrogance). In such a case, the 
possibility of countering skepticism may be slim, and the costs of 
even trying to do so are likely to be great. 

The challenge to attain constancy of institutional behavior over 
many generations is an extraordinary one in terms of (1) our limit- 
ed analytical ability to predict the outcomes of institutional activi- 
ties for those periods, (2) the challenge to devise means to reen- 
force or reward consistent behavior, and, as importantly, (3) the 
knowledge needed to design institutional relationships that pre- 
serve the quality of future action. Regrettably, the development of 
the knowledge base and the requisite analytical and institutional 
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design capacities seems a long way off.16 
* * *  
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Daniel S. Metlay is now a member of the senior professional 
staff of the Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board. Work for this 

This is a revision of a paper presented at the conference on Resource, Risk 
and Responsibility, Colorado School of Mines, Sonoma Mission Inn, Sono- 
ma, California, December 4, 1994 and the Conference on Trust, Institute of 
Cognitive and Decision Sciences, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, 
November 5, 1994. 

1. There is a rather extensive literature examining the question of trust in the 
Department of Energy. See, for example, Bella, Mosher, and Calvo 
(1988a, 1988b); Flynn, Burns, Mertz, and Slovic (1992); Kasperson, 
Golding, and Tuler (1992); Pijawka and Mushkatel (1992); Dunlap, 
Kraft, and Rosa (1993); Slovic, Flynn, and Layman (1991); Slovic (1993); 
and Flynn and Slovic (1993). 

2. Some organizations, such as the air t r81c  control system, aircraft carriers, 
and nuclear power plants, perform much better than expected, given what 
we know about managing large public or industrial organizations (La 
Porte, 1996; La Porte and Consolini, 1991; and Roberts, 1989). These 
high reliability organizations have faced the challenges of securing trust for 
some time. Some exhibit the properties described herein. 

3. See Earle and Cvetkowich (1995), Kramer and Tyler (1995), Dasgupta 
(1988), Shaprio (1987), Zucker (1986), and Zand (1972). For reviews of 
the literature, see Citrin (1993), Thomas (1993), and Fountain (1994). 

4. The "trustn relationship has been discussed in terms of credibility, legitima- 
cy, and opportunism. But there have been few attempts to relate those 
notions systematically to a concept of "public trust and confidence" 
(Thomas, 1993). 

5. We are in effect proposing hypotheses derived inductively from listening 
carefully to those who felt betrayed and from an intensive analytical effort 
to understand trust relationships. Compare Barber (1983); Fountain 
(1994); Gambetta (1988); and Hardin (1994). See Luhmann (1979) for 
one of the few general theoretical explorations of the function trust plays 
as a means individuals employ to simplify social complexity. He argues 
that the more technically complex a system, the more individuals 
needlwish to trust the "system" in order to cope with the increased com- 
plexity of individual experience induced by the system. 

6. We realize that there is no magic formula for developing organizational 
trust. Sometimes parties are at complete loggerheads or sometimes one 

paper was conducted from 1991 to 1993 while he was the director 
of the Task Force on Radioactive Waste Management at the 
Department of Energy (DOE) and the principal author of the 
Task Force's report (SEAB, 1993). Prior to joining the DOE, he 
taught political science at Indiana University and the Mas- 
sachusetts Institute of Technology. The views expressed in this 
paper do not necessarily represent the views of the Nuclear Waste 
Technical Review Board, a presidentially appointed independent 
federal agency charged by Congress with evaluating the scientific 
and technical validity of the DOE'S radioactive waste disposal 
efforts. 

party chooses to use distrust as a tactical weapon to advance its own ends. 
In those cases, there is probably nothing an agencylfirm can do to gain 
trust. What we are proposing are steps that, if taken fully and with the 
appropriate spirit, will make the agencylfirm worthy of the public's trust 
and confidence. 

7. Understanding and integrity, while important for anticipating a trustwor- 
thy relationship, are not identical to it. That is, you can understand 
another person and have confidence in hislher integrity and still be uncer- 
tain about the degree to which helshe will take your interests into 
account. 

8. These problems could be either technical and institutional. 
9. The less this is the case, the more it will be necessary to provide institution- 

al opportunities for weaker parties to advance and press grievances-even 
those of minor significance. 

10. Imagine what would happen if one baked a cake with all the ingredients 
~ -

except the pinch of salt. 
11. The guidance provided in this section may not seem particularly novel. 

In fact, we make no claim to have discovered somethine radicallv new. 
0 

But, recall, these familiar prescriptions are not optional choices on a menu 
but integral components of a recipe. That distinction may cast a very dif- 
ferent light upon them. 

12. Onlv some of these actions mav be needed if an aeencvlfirm believes it has 
0 , 

sufficient public trust and confidence and is only seeking to maintain it. 
The more the deficit of trust mounts, the more fully the organization 
needs to attend to the full range of external and internal conditions when 
it implements the various ingredients in the recipe. All of them are likely 
to be required if the organization is in deep deficit and is trying to recover 
public trust and confidence. 

13. Those expectations will often increase further once citizens recognize that 
activities having a long-time constant of feedback are resistant to trial-and- 
error learning. 

14. See also La Porte (1994). 
15. Much of this section is drawn from Keller and La Porte (1994). 
16. An initial framework for considering what it takes to assure institutional 

constancy will be the subject of an article by La Porte and Ann Keller that 
will appear in a future issue of this journal. 
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